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of your practice
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Treatment Centers are the focal point of every practice. Featuring a modern design, 
integrated functions and high-quality materials, our treatment centers transform the 
dentist and patient experience from start to finish. We make sure our units provide 
everything you need, so that your sole focus is on your patient and making them 
smile. 

With a history of more than 130 years of innovation, we have a strong commitment 
to providing first-class quality for fundamental reliability. This is partnered with the 
continuous drive to deliver meaningful innovations that enhance comfort, workflow 
and experience. 

Design
What makes Dentsply Sirona treatment 
centers unique is the harmony of its  
modern and ergonomic design concept in 
which form follows function. High-quality 
materials and smooth surfaces are designed to 
support the highest hygiene standards. The 
distinctive streamlined contours make our 
treatment centers instantly recognizable and 
leave a lasting impression.

1

Experience

When your treatment center fits your needs 
perfectly, you can focus fully on your patient.  
When everything comes together like this, work 
no longer feels like work, but like an experience.  
It is our goal to give you the tools to provide 
better dental care to your patients and ultimately 
make them smile. This is part of the reason why 
dentist and patient comfort is equally important 
to us. The Dentsply Sirona treatment centers  
provide numerous solutions for an ergonomic, 
painless and stress-free treatment, for the dentist, 
patient and team.

3

Integration
You need a treatment center whose functions 
are meticulously adapted to your workflow –  
and not the other way around. This is why our 
integrated solutions include Endo and Implant 
functions, an integrated infection prevention 
system and patient communication tools to 
support your treatment consultations. Seamless 
workflows and no additional set up time are just 
as important as our focus on ergonomics.

2

Dentsply Sirona  
Treatment Centers
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Teneo – Innovation  
in perfect harmony

Split concept for a better handling range
The dentist and assistant elements, as well as the 
tray, can be positioned independently allowing you 
to switch flexibly between team and solo treatment 
modes. You and your assistant can maintain an 
ergonomic working position at all times without the 
additional stress of worrying whether there is 
enough space on the tray and around the patient.

Holistic infection prevention concept
Easy-to-clean surfaces, removable components and 
built-in sanitization adapters make hygiene processes 
efficient and safe. Instrument and suction hoses 
simply need to be placed on the integrated sanitiza-
tion adapters and the process starts at just the press 
of a button. The cleaning agent container for chemical 
flushing of the suction lines is integrated into the 
water unit and can be easily refilled. Additionally, the 
concentration of cleaning agent can be adjusted 
individually.

Motorized sliding track
To let you focus fully on your patients, Teneo and its 
motorized sliding track places everything you need 
at your fingertips – hands-free and effortless.

Dentist element
With a 7’’ EasyTouch Display and 6 + 1 instrument 
positions (incl. auxiliary storage tray position for  
the intraoral camera) you are ensured intuitive and 
self-explanatory operation.

Motorized headrest
For optimum access any time, even with varying 
patient heights. Can be easily adjusted using the 
foot control for hands-free treatment, in addition to 
user interface operation and manual adjustment.

1
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Teneo takes an uncompromising approach: Only the best is good enough. Your 
treatment center responds automatically and individually to all your needs. Carefully 
selected features assist you in every treatment situation. Comfortable features ensure 
that your patients feel more relaxed throughout the treatment, so you can focus 
entirely on your work. Why settle for less?

 Integrated infection prevention
Maximum infection control in minimum time 
with minimum effort that saves your team 
valuable time.

 Wireless foot control
Hands-free operation for all functions of  
the EasyTouch display, instruments and 
the motorized sliding track.

Motorized cuspidor
The motorized cuspidor automatically gets 
into the right position without the patient 
leaning over extensively.
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Integrated treatment functions
Integrated treatment functions for implantology and
endodontics make setup times unnecessary, now that
additional table equipment is no longer required.  
All functions can be operated with the wireless foot 
control. This allows a smooth transition between 
patient examination, education, and treatment. 

Speed and torque are pre-set in an integrated library 
containing a variety of file and implant systems.
Additonal software functions can be added at a later 
time with plugins.
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Sinius – More efficiency
Time is one of our most valuable assets, and the Sinius treatment center delivers 
clear gains in terms of time and flexibility, as the unit can be configured to support 
any situation and need. Intuitive operation with the latest touch screen technology 
and numerous integrated functions provide further added value and benefit to your 
workflow.

 Dentist element
With a 4,3“ EasyTouch Display and 5 + 1  
instrument positions (incl. auxiliary storage  
tray position for the intraoral camera).

Optional motorized headrest
For optimum access any time, even with varying 
patient heights. Can be easily adjusted using the 
foot control for hands-free treatment, in addition 
to user interface operation and manual 
adjustment.

1
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Integrated infection prevention
Maximum infection control in minimum time  
with minimum effort that saves your team  
valuable time.

Wireless foot control
With ultimate positioning freedom and  no cable 
clutter, you can easily and freely navigate around 
the unit.  Control all chair functions with the 
EasyTouch, completely hands-free.
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Integrated endodontics and 
implantology
The integrated therapy functions make tabletop units 
a thing of the past. In addition to precise torque 
control, your endo function is optionally available 
with an ApexLocator for maximum clinical safety. 
Your implant treatments can be simplified with 
individual settings for speed, torque and flow rate of 
sterile cooling fluid for increased control at any time. 

Efficient workflows

Treatment concepts

Sinius with manual sliding track

Holistic infection prevention concept
Easy-to-clean surfaces, removable components and 
built-in sanitization adapters make hygiene efficient 
and safe. Instrument and suction hoses simply
need to be placed on the integrated sanitization 
adapters and the process starts at just the press of a 
button. The cleaning agent container for chemical 
flushing of the suction lines is integrated into the 
water unit and can be easily refilled. Additionally, the 
concentration of cleaning agent can be adjusted 
individually.

Sinius Continental Style (CS) with 
whip arms

Sinius Traditional Style (TS) with 
over the patient arm design
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Intego Pro – Performance 
you can rely on
The highlight of Intego Pro is undoubtedly its comfort water unit, bringing a compre-
hensive infection prevention concept to your practice. The integrated disinfection  
system reduces the workload supported by your team through automatic purging and 
sanitization of the water lines, as well as a permanent disinfection with Dentosept S.

Integrated endodontic function
An ideal solution for increased safety, efficiency  
and simplicity, speed and torque can be preset for  
6 different files. Additionally, certified WaveOne® 
Gold and RECIPROC® blue settings are integrated 
into the dentist element. The motor stops automati-
cally when the set maximum torque is reached.  
An ApexLocator can also be integrated into the 
EasyTouch to allow for permanent control of the 
working length. 

Chemical suction hose cleaning
The cleaning agent container for chemical flushing  
of the suction lines is integrated into the water unit and 
can be easily refilled. Additionally, the concentration  
of cleaning agents can be individually adjusted. 
Moreover, the suction systems are compatible with  
all conventional central wet or dry suction systems, 
including an amalgam seperator.

Integrated disinfection system 
Integrated cleaning adapters make automatic 
purging of instrument hoses and sanitization of  
the water lines easy. Furthermore, Intego Pro  
allows automatic sanitization for regular intensive  
disinfection and permanent disinfection of all  
water lines with Dentosept S. It can also be used  
as a self-contained water supply. 

Dentist element
Available as TS or CS version. With the EasyPad  
or the 4,3“ EasyTouch user interface, optional  
with torque control and ApexLocator, as well as 
5+1 instrument positions.

 Double-articulating or flat headrest
Double-articulating headrest for quick and flexible 
adaptations or flat headrest with a variety of 
positions facilitated by the magnetic cushion.

1

2

Comfort water unit and  
comfort assistant element
The comfort water unit and assistant element are 
based on a comprehensive infection prevention 
concept for safe and efficient hygiene processes.

Pneumatic or electronic foot control
Choose between the two foot controls for hands-
free operation of your instruments.
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Intego Ambidextrous

Optional Ambidextrous version with either Intego or  
Intego Pro to adjust the treatment center for left-handed 
dentists. Fast, easy and elegant.
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Intego – Performance 
you can rely on
If you are looking for a treatment center to optimally support your personal workflows 
at a value, Intego is your choice. With simple operation, it provides all relevant 
functions when and where you need them. The ergonomic design offers high comfort 
for both you and your patients. The compact water unit with a fresh water bottle 
makes it easy to comply with infection prevention regulations.

Intego Ambidextrous

Optional Ambidextrous version with either Intego or  
Intego Pro to adjust the treatment center for left-handed 
dentists. Fast, easy and elegant.

Integrated endodontic function
As an ideal solution for increased safety, efficiency 
and simplicity, speed and torque can be preset for  
6 different files. Additionally, certified WaveOne® 
Gold and RECIPROC® blue settings are integrated 
into the dentist element. The motor stops automati-
cally when the set maximum torque is reached.  
An ApexLocator can also be integrated into the 
EasyTouch to allow for permanent control of the 
working length.

Automatic suction hose cleaning
Cleaning adapter for automatic flushing of saliva 
ejector and HVE. The suction systems are compatible  
with all conventional wet and dry suction systems, 
including an amalgam separator.

Fresh water bottle
The compact water unit can be adapted to fit many 
different needs and requirements through freely 
selectable suction systems and infection prevention 
options. A fresh water bottle can be integrated for 
controlled water quality. It can also be filled with 
Dentosept S solution for permanent disinfection and 
manual sanitization.

Dentist element
Available as TS or CS version. With the EasyPad 
or the 4,3“ EasyTouch user interface, optional with 
torque control and ApexLocator, as well as 5+1 
instrument positions to adapt to your needs.

 Double-articulating or flat headrest
Double-articulating headrest for quick and  
flexible adaptations or the flat headrest with a 
variety of positions facilitated by the magnetic 
cushion.

1

2

Compact or comfort assistant 
element
Both assistant elements are compact, saving 
valuable space and ensure maximum freedom of 
movement. With the comfort model, you can work 
comfortably even without an assistant.

Pneumatic or electronic foot control
Choose between the two foot controls for hands-
free operation of your instruments.

3 
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Transforming the  
Patient Experience
No matter which treatment center you choose – every Dentsply Sirona unit is tailored 
to the needs of your patients and as a result, can help you positively affect the way 
they remember the treatment. Patient experience is more than just comfortable 
positioning or friendly personnel. A dentist who knows which experiences their 
patients “collect” during their visit can improve their offering, fostering trust and 
loyalty. 

Sidexis 4
A transparent treatment process contributes signifi-
cantly to patient loyalty. With Sidexis 4, integrated 
and readily available at the unit, Teneo and Sinius 
provide clear on-site visualization of the clinical 
situation and the ability to store individual patient 
positions. The software also allows easy access to 
patient and x-ray data for quick communication. 

Ergonomics
Available for Teneo and Sinius, the motorized head- 
rest is the key feature for optimum access to the 
treatment site. Adjustment is easy with the foot 
control, user interface or even manual adjustment, 
ensuring better positioning for any treatment.

Patient comfort
The ErgoMotion function provides combined move-
ments of the backrest and seat for an ergonomic 
extension of the spine. Teneo even offers the  
OrthoMotion function, which is particularly relevent 
for treating elderly or disabled patients: The back-
rest and seat retain the same angle, protecting the 
lumbar vertebrae. 

Intraoral camera
Optimize the visualization and documentation of your 
treatment: The SiroCam F or AF+ combines excellent 
image quality with easy operation. The image is 
displayed on the 22” monitor in high-definition 
quality.

Patient communication
Establish a trust-based relationship with your 
patients through treatment education and clear 
communication. With the integrated monitor and 
the ability to display intraoral images captured with 
the intraoral camera, 3D x-ray images and presenta-
tions, patient consultation has never been simpler.
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Your treatment center. Your choice.
Working Stools

Hugo –  
the ergonomics expert

Hugo promotes ergono-
mic and intuitive sitting 
and enables you to main-
tain a healthy posture 
throughout the treatment 
process. To suit the indivi-
dual users‘ sizes and wor-
king habits, it is available 
in several variations. 

Carl –  
the all-rounder

The Carl round stool ensu-
res maximum freedom of 
movement and meets the 
highest demands in com-
fort and quality. The round 
seat features comfortable 
upholstery and supports 
the highest hygiene stan-
dards.

Theo – 
the flexible one

The saddle stool combines 
the healthy posture 
supported by standing 
with the advantages and 
stability that you get in a 
comfortable seated 
position. The elevated seat 
position allows optimal 
access to the patients.

Paul –  
working stool

The comfortable working 
stool with a circular seat. 
The rotatable backrest 
serves dual purpose as it 
doubles as additional 
body support. Paul is 
available in two seat 
heights and can be 
ordered with an optional 
foot ring to accomodate 
users of different sizes.

Matt gold

Paintwork colors for Teneo and Sinius

Carbon* Merlot* Platinum Pacific*

Basalt*Umbra* CherrySaphirre

The elegant world

Classic, timeless combinations 
for a truly sophisticated look.

The natural world 

Soft, warm shades for a soothing 
treatment atmosphere.

The vital world

Vivid colors and bright tones 
for a modern, lively atmosphere.

Upholstery colors

Platinum 
silverRosé Neutral white

Stitching colors**

Standard Light blue RoseDark greyRed

Lounge upholstery

Its innovative material gives this 
upholstery option additional soft-
ness — for that bit of extra comfort.

Premium upholstery

The high-quality, seamless uphols-
tery ensures optimal comfort, even 
during long treatments.

Premium Thermo upholstery

Reduces the accumulated heat in 
the seat and back area and provides 
for patient relaxation as a result of 
this cooling effect. 

Uncompromising quality

* Colors available for Lounge upholstery.

** With lounge upholstery

*** Optional. Available with a motorized headrest and Lounge upholstery.

Make your treatment center one-of-a-kind. With a motorized 
headrest and lounge upholstery, featuring custom embroi-
dery of two initials, you can create a truly unique and tailored 
feel in your practice environment.***

Operating Lights

Intego /  
Intego Pro  
only

LEDlight Plus

Illumination approx. 5.000 – 30.000 lx 
in 5 levels

Color Temperature approx. 5000 K 
not adjustable

CRI >90

Light field approx. 160x80 mm
at a distance of 700 mm

LEDview Plus

Illumination approx. 5.000 – 40.000 lx 
in 7 levels

Color Temperature Adjustable in 3 levels: approx. 
4.600 – 6.200 K

CRI Natural lighting: 95 at 5.400 K

Light field Bigger light field:  
approx. 200 mm × 100 mm at a 
distance of 700 mm



Feature

Treatment concept Motorized sliding track

Infection prevention • Holistic infection prevention concept with motorized cuspidor 
• Disinfection system for continuous disinfection
• Integrated sanitization adapters for automatic periodic cleaning of water ways
• Integrated suction hose cleaning

Ergonomics • OrthoMotion
• ErgoMotion
• Vertical Mouth Point Positioning
• Split Concept
• Patient specific chair positions and automatic headrest adjustment
• Lumbar support and massage function
• Slow motion travel

Dentist element – Display 7“ EasyTouch user interface

Dentist element – Positions 6+1 instruments positions

Assistant element 4 positions with operating keyboard

Headrest Motorized

Foot control Wireless

Left-handed version No

Operating lights LEDview Plus

Feature

Treatment concept • Manual sliding track
• Traditional Style (TS) with over the patient arm design
• Continental Style (CS) with whip arm design

Infection prevention • Holistic infection prevention concept with cuspidor 
• Disinfection system for continuous disinfection
• Integrated sanitization adapters for automatic periodic cleaning of water ways
• Integrated suction hose cleaning

Ergonomics • ErgoMotion
• Lumbar support function
• Split Concept
• Vertical Mouth Point Positioning

Dentist element – Display 4,3“ EasyTouch user interface

Dentist element – Positions 5+1 instruments positions

Assistant element 4 positions with operating keys

Headrest • Motorized 
• Double-articulating

Foot control Wireless or with cable

Left-handed version No

Operating lights LEDview Plus

Feature

Treatment concept • Traditional Style (TS) with over the patient arm design
• Continental Style (CS) with whip arm design

Infection prevention • Holistic infection prevention with cuspidor 
• Disinfection system for continuous disinfection
• Integrated sanitization adapters for automatic periodic cleaning of water ways
• Integrated suction hose cleaning

Ergonomics ErgoMotion

Dentist element – Display 4,3“ EasyPad or EasyTouch user interface

Dentist element – Positions 5 instruments positions (+1 with TS)

Assistant element Comfort or Compact with Intego Ambidextrous

Headrest • Flat
• Double-articulating

Foot control Pneumatic or electronic with cable

Left-handed version Yes (Intego Pro Ambidextrous)

Operating lights • LEDlight Plus
• LEDview Plus

Feature

Treatment concept • Traditional Style (TS) with over the patient arm design
• Continental Style (CS) with whip arm design

Infection prevention • Fresh water bottle solution with cuspidor
• Optional integrated suction hose cleaning system with water

Ergonomics ErgoMotion

Dentist element – Display 4,3“ EasyPad or EasyTouch user interface

Dentist element – Positions 5 instruments positions (+1 with TS)

Assistant element Comfort or Compact

Headrest • Flat
• Double-articulating

Foot control Pneumatic or electronic with cable

Left-handed version Yes (Intego Ambidextrous)

Operating lights • LEDlight Plus
• LEDview Plus

You decide what fits your needs

Teneo Sinius
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Intego Pro Intego



Dentsply Sirona

Sirona Dental Systems GmbH 
Fabrikstraße 31, 64625 Bensheim, Deutschland
dentsplysirona.com

Procedural Solutions

Preventive
Restorative
Orthodontics
Endodontics
Implants
Prosthetics

Enabling Technologies

CAD/CAM
Imaging Systems
Treatment Centers
Instruments
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